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All
Standing on a hill, looking at a mountain,
Tell me what you will, let me know your dangers.
Heading for the peak, summit of the mountain,
Illusions follow me, within me I am doubting.

Solo
Who would think that a dreamer of a boy like me,
Would be found in a devil of a place like this?

All
Who would think that a dreamer of a boy like me,
Would be found in a devil of a place like this.

Solo
Madness in the sky, swirling all around me,
Snow is falling fast, hiding all the pathway,
Holding on to trees, looking for a shelter,
Falling over rocks, climbing out of danger.

All
This mountain of madness with blindness confuses my mind.
Each movement I make is the pathway I’m looking to find.

Solo
Someone take my hand, show me where I’m going,
Will you save my life? Take me from this darkness.
Shadow in the snow ... guide me to the future,
Won’t you show the way? Lead me out of danger.
Who would think that a dreamer of a boy like me,
Would be found in a devil of a place like this?

All
Who would think that a devil of a boy like me,
Would be found in a devil of a place like this.

Instrumental

All
This mountain of madness with blindness confuses my mind.
Each movement I make is the pathway I’m looking to find.